A differential synaptic input to the motor nuclei of triceps surae from the caudal and lateral cutaneous sural nerves.
1. Postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) were recorded in 115 triceps surae motoneurons of 10 chloralose-anesthetized adult cats (spinal cord intact), upon electrical stimulation of the caudal and lateral cutaneous sural nerve branches (CCS and LCS, respectively). 2. With twice threshold (2T) stimulation of CCS, excitatory PSPs (EPSPs) were the predominant effect in 95% of all medial gastrocnemius (MG) motoneurons tested (min. central latency 1.5 ms; mean 2.4 ms). In only a few MG cells was the EPSP followed by an inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) and in only one cell was an IPSP the sole effect. Increasing the stimulus intensity to 5T tended to enhance both the later EPSP and IPSP components, with less change in the amplitude or latency of the earliest EPSPs. 3. In lateral gastrocnemius (LG) and soleus (SOL) motoneurons, 2T CCS stimulation led to either inhibition or no potential change in the majority of cells tested: EPSPs were the predominant effect in only 15 and 30% of LG and SOL cells, respectively (min. central latency 2.5 ms; mean 3.0 ms) and rarely occurred without subsequent inhibition. Again, increasing the stimulus intensity to 5T had more of an effect on later rather than earlier PSP components. 4. A predominance of depolarization in MG motoneurons but not in SOL motoneurons is in agreement with previous findings that CCS excitation is more powerful in "fast type" triceps surae motoneurons. However, the strong predominance of hyperpolarizing effects of CCS stimulation in the present LG population is evidence that such an organization does not transcend triceps surae motor nuclei as a whole. 5. Postsynaptic effects of LCS stimulation at 2T were frequently weak or absent but increasing the stimulus intensity to 5T produced predominant inhibition in 71% of all triceps surae motoneurons studied (n = 107). Of the few cells which did receive excitation from this nerve, most were MG, a few were SOL, and none were LG. These EPSPs occurred more frequently at 5T than at lower stimulation strengths. 6. The results indicate that excitation produced by electrical stimulation of the ipsilateral CCS nerve occurs preferentially in the MG portion of triceps surae and with the shortest central latencies. Effects of LCS stimulation are largely inhibitory throughout the motor nuclei comprising triceps surae but even here, the presence of excitation occurs more frequently in MG. A comparison of these results with those in other reports is discussed.